Recent developments in the field of deep learning have motivated many researchers to apply these methods to problems in quantum information. Torlai and Melko first proposed a decoder for surface codes based on neural networks. Since then, many other researchers have applied neural networks to study a variety of problems in the context of decoding. An important development in this regard was due to Varsamopoulos et al. who proposed a two-step decoder using neural networks. Subsequent work of Maskara et al. used the same concept for decoding for various noise models. We propose a similar two-step neural decoder using inverse parity-check matrix for topological color codes. We show that it outperforms the state-of-the-art performance of non-neural decoders for independent Pauli errors noise model on a 2D hexagonal color code. Our final decoder achieves a threshold of 10%. Our result is comparable to the recent work on neural decoder for quantum error correction by Maskara et al. It appears that our decoder has advantages with respect to training cost and complexity of the network for higher distances when compared to that of Maskara et al.
I. INTRODUCTION
A very popular class of quantum codes for protecting information are topological quantum codes. In this paper we focus on a subclass of topological codes in two spatial dimensions called color codes [1] . To correct the impact of noise on the encoded information we would need a decoder. Novel decoding algorithms for 2D color codes have been proposed earlier in [2] - [5] . However, these are not optimal and do not meet the theoretical bounds for performance which is 10.97% for independent bit/phase-flip noise model [6] . Furthermore, designing decoders for non-Pauli noise is a challenging problem.
Recent developments in the fields of machine learning and deep learning have motivated many researchers to apply these methods to decoding quantum codes. Torlai and Melko were the first to propose a decoder for surface codes based on neural networks [7] . Since then, many other researchers have applied neural networks (NN) to study a variety of problems in the context of decoding [7] - [21] . We focus on quantum codes, but note that neural networks have been applied for decoding classical codes also, see for instance, [22] - [24] .
In this paper we only focus on decoding of color codes using neural networks but the decoders can be used for all stabilizer codes. Early work based on neural networks attempted to solve the problem using neural networks entirely. These did not beat the non-neural methods. An important development in this context was due to Varsamopoulos et al. [8] who proposed a combination of neural networks and non-neural decoders. They proposed a two-step decoder where in the firststep, a coarse estimate is obtained and in the second-step, a refinement is obtained from a neural network which aims to remove any logical errors due to the decoder in the first step.
In their recent work [20] , they mention that any simple decoder can be used in the first-step. The authors of [12] claim that the work of [8] is a special case of their generalized framework of building neural networks for decoding stabilizer codes. The works of [10] , [11] use neural networks for fault-tolerant setting. Most relevant work to ours is that of Maskara et al. [15] who employed a similar combination of two decoders. They proposed a neural decoder with a progressive training procedure that outperformed previously known decoders for 2D color codes.
In this work, we propose a similar two-step neural decoder for color codes and study its performance for the hexagonal color code on the torus. We propose two variations, one which achieves a threshold of 10% and another with an important modification that achieves a near optimal threshold for independent bit-flip/phase-flip noise model. This modification can be incorporated in other neural network based decoders and could be of potentially larger importance. The main challenge with neural networks is determining the correct architecture in order to improve the overall threshold. We model our nonneural decoder in a simple way and show the advantages of doing so with the improvement in performance of the neural decoder, the reduction in cost of training and scaling associated with the distance of the code. Our main contributions are, 1) We propose a two-step neural decoder with a simple inversion in the first-step, applicable for all stabilizer codes. 2) We suggest an alternative approach to combining the nonneural and the neural decoder which can be incorporated in other neural network based decoders. 3) Our proposed approaches seem to have advantages with respect to training cost and complexity of the network for higher distances when compared to [15] . The paper is organized as follows. We review the necessary background in Section II. Then we describe our approach, the neural architecture and compare it with related work in Section III. We conclude in Section IV. For more details, see the longer version of this article [25] .
II. BACKGROUND
In this section, we briefly review stabilizer codes. Recall, that the Pauli group on a single qubit is generated by the Pauli matrices {±iI, X, Y, Z}. The group P n consists of tensor products of n single qubit Pauli operators, P 1 ⊗ P 2 ⊗ ... ⊗ P n . A stabilizer code is defined by an abelian subgroup S ⊂ P n , such that −I ∈ S. The codespace Q, is the joint +1-eigenspace of S.
An [[n, k]] stabilizer code encodes k logical qubits into n physical qubits and its stabilizer S will have n − k independent generators. We assume that S is generated by S g = {S 1 , . . . , S m }, where m ≥ n − k and S 1 , . . . , S n−k are linearly independent.
Let C(S) be the centralizer of S i.e. the set of all Pauli operators that commute with all the elements of S.
, where X i and Z j denote the logical X and Z operators of the code. Also, X i , Z j commute if i = j and anti-commute if i = j. Let L = X 1 , . . . , X k , Z 1 , . . . , Z k .
We define another set of operators T g = {T 1 , T 2 , . . . T n−k } called the pure errors, such that T i and S j commute if i = j and anti-commute if i = j. The pure errors commute with each other and also with the logical operators. Let T = T 1 , . . . , T n−k . Note that {S g , L g , T g } together form a generating set for P n .
An error operator, E / ∈ C(S) will anti-commute with at least one stabilizer operator in group S. If E anti-commutes with the i th stabilizer S i ∈ S g , the i th syndrome bit s i is one and zero otherwise. By calculating the syndrome values for all the stabilizer generators, the syndrome vector can be written as,
We can write the error operator E = T LS up to a phase as proposed in [26] . Here T ∈ T , S ∈ S and L ∈ L. Note that the operators T , L, S depend on the error E. The effect of S is trivial, implying two error patterns E and E = SE will have same effect on codespace. S introduces an equivalence relation in error operators and hence finding S is of little interest. Also, given the syndrome (s), we can uniquely identify T but identifying L is a difficult task. The problem of error correction for stabilizer codes is finding the most likely L given the syndrome s. Mathematically, we can write this as,
Decoding can be thought of as a classification problem. We have 4 k equivalence classes in L, which is exponential in k and this reformulation of the decoding problem as a classification is not much help for large k. Fortunately, surface codes and color codes have fixed number of logical operators for any length and this reformulation can be taken advantage of. However, this is not sufficient, note that the computation of the probabilities in Eq. (1), requires the summation over 2 n−k terms which is of exponential complexity. So the reformulation of the decoding as a classification problem is not adequate, but further work is required to fully exploit this perspective. Topological codes are a class of stabilizer codes where the stabilizer generators are spatially local. Popular examples of topological codes are toric codes [27] and color codes [1] . Color codes are defined using a lattice embedded on a surface. Every vertex is trivalent and faces are 3-colorable. Qubits are placed on the vertices of the lattice and for each face f , we define an X and Z type operators called the face operators. We define the stabilizers as,
X and Z type operators corresponding to every face generate the stabilizers of the color code.
III. DECODING COLOR CODES USING NEURAL NETWORKS Researchers have previously studied the perspective of quantum error correction as a classification problem using neural networks [8] , [11] , [15] . In this section, we review this reformulation of phase error correction as a classification problem. For any stabilizer code, every error E can be uniquely decomposed as E = T LS in terms of a pure error T , a logical error L and a stabilizer S as discussed in Section II. As mentioned in Section I, our decoder is a twostep process, see Fig. 1 . In the first-step we use a non-neural decoder to compute an estimate E of the actual error E which has occurred. We discuss this decoder in Section III-A. This estimate must clear the syndromes and hence the pure error should be same in both E and E and we denote it by T . Applying this initial estimate E onto the system might result in logical error. Since E = T LS and E = T L S, we have
The homology of EE is same as the homology of L since S has a trivial homology. If we can predict the resultant homology L, we can get back to the original state and the decoding succeeds. Since the number of homologies are fixed, this is modeled in the second-step of our decoder as a classification problem using NN. The goal of the NN is to predict L given the syndrome s. Our final error correction will be, E = L E. If the NN properly predicts L this correction will restore the state up to a global phase since, EE = L EE = (±) S.
A. Decoding using pseudo-inverse of parity check matrix
In this work, we study CSS codes which have two type of stabilizers, X and Z. They can be written in the matrix form
non-zero syndromes respectively. The matrix H X represents the X stabilizers and H Z represents the Z stabilizers. For 2D color codes, H X = H Z and henceforth, we use H instead of H X . We consider only phase errors, therefore X stabilizers from now on. Denote the binary representation of E as e ∈ F n 2 . Then we can calculate the corresponding syndrome as,
The matrix H is binary and might not be full rank. In a color code, X stabilizers corresponding to faces have two dependencies [28] . We remove those two dependent stabilizers from the H matrix, one stabilizer each corresponding to two different colors and denote it as H f which is full rank. We calculate the right pseudo-inverse of H f and denote it as H † f . The choice of which (two) dependent stabilizers are removed is arbitrary and does not affect the overall decoder performance.
The resultant syndrome vector which does not list the syndromes calculated by the removed dependent stabilizers is denoted by s f and given by s f = H f e . This calculated H † f serves as our simple decoder in step-one. Using this H † f we compute e ∈ F n 2 , the binary representation of the initial error estimate operator E as follows,
Note that the syndrome of the estimate e will be same as the syndrome of e. Hence, they have the same pure error T .
The estimate e computed using Eq. (4) need not be same as e. This is because there exist multiple errors with the same syndrome. We have chosen one solution by fixing H † f which is calculated only once. We do not recompute this inverse for every error but use the same H † f to compute the initial error estimate. The step-one of our decoder can be seen in Fig. 1 .
Note that, this H-inverse decoder Eq.(4) is linear because for any two error patterns e 1 and e 2 we have,
The performance of this H-inverse decoder by itself is shown in Fig. 2a . The H-inverse decoder is a very bad decoder since it does not have threshold and the logical error rate increases as the distance of the code increases for a fixed phase error rate p err . We improve this performance using NN in the second-step.
The work by [15] used a naive decoder which removes syndromes by pushing errors to the boundary in the first-step. Their neural network tries to improve upon this estimate by predicting the correction homology. The first-step decoder in [8] is to estimate the pure-error which needs to satisfy many properties. We want to emphasize that our inverse matrix H † f in step-one gives us an error estimate which need not always be pure error. It entirely depends on the construction of H † f . We used SageMath, an open-source mathematics software for calculating H † f from Eq. (3) .
B. Neural network architecture and training
As mentioned before, we have modeled our decoder in two ways. For our NNs in both the cases, we have used a fullyconnected architecture where every neuron in one layer is connected to every other neuron in the adjacent layers. The output of the network is the homology vector where each element of it represents a homology class. For example, for 2D color codes on a torus encoding 4 qubits have 16 homology classes in total. We use cross-entropy as our loss function which needs to be minimized during training. We used Adam algorithm as the optimizer, 1D batch normalization layer after every layer in the network and ReLU as the activation function.
We employ a supervised training procedure where we have labeled data of input (we generate e according to the noise and calculate syndromes s from Eq. (2)) and the corresponding output (homology L). This output is the ground truth. Training is nothing but an optimization process where the weights of the network are optimized to minimize the loss function. In order to train our NN, we employ a progressive training procedure as described in [15] . We generate training samples at a fixed phase error rate p err in each case and, we train our NN for that noise until the loss function saturates. We then move on to a higher p err and repeat the process for various error rates under the threshold. For our experiments (bit/phase-flip noise), we have trained our NN for the error rates {0.05, 0.06, 0.07, 0.08, 0.09, 0.10, 0.11}. We use Xavier normal initialization for the parameters in fully-connected layers and Gaussian normal initialization for the parameters in batch-normalization layer before we start training. We do not reinitialize the weights during the progressive training while we train on the higher p err . The NN is trained for a specific H and distance of the code. The hyper-parameters used are discussed in the subsequent sections.
C. Neural decoder
Given a syndrome vector s, a trained NN should be able to correctly predict the correct correction homology class L for all p err under the threshold. In our first approach, we use the syndrome vector s alone as input to the network and it is trained according to the training procedure described in Section III-B to predict the correction homology L.
The performance of our neural decoder in first approach for bit/phase-flip noise model is shown in the Fig. 2b . Note that our trained NN does not require any channel information to decode. We report that our neural decoder achieves a threshold of 10% and is comparable to the result mentioned in [15] which is also 10%. Our decoder outperforms the previous state-of-the art methods which are not based on neural networks by [3] - [5] which is about 8.5%. As seen before, our step-one decoder does not have a threshold by itself but still our trained NN is able to tremendously improve the overall threshold. This shows that we can use other low complexity decoders in step-one without much emphasis on their performance.
The hyper-parameters of our NN in first approach are listed in the Table I . Distance of the code is denoted by d and the number of hidden layers in our network is denoted by h d . The number of nodes in each hidden layer are characterized by n d . Batch size used for each distance is denoted by b d . Parameter α is the learning rate used for optimization. Parameter t d,perr is the number of samples required for training for each p err and T d determines the total number of samples the final trained NN has seen entirely. For distance d = 10, our NN has 4 hidden layers with 450 nodes in each layer and is trained for a total of 2.8 × 10 8 samples. 
D. Improved neural decoder with additional input
The correction homology L can be exactly calculated from e and e. But in practice, e is not available for us. The syndrome vector has a partial information of e. Intuitively, with the knowledge of the additional information of e along with the syndrome s, the NN should be able to perform better. Hence, in our second approach, we give both the initial estimate e and the syndrome s as input to the network.
We saw a dramatic improvement in the threshold for distances d = 6, 8, 10, as well as a reduction in logical errors for all distances and all p err as shown in the Fig. 2c . The training is exactly similar to that of the first case. This suggests that the NN is able learn the behaviour of the H-inverse decoder much better with the additional knowledge of the initial estimate e and hence is able to perform better correction. The hyperparameters of our improvised NN in second approach are listed in the Table II . For example, for d = 10, our improved NN has 3 hidden layers with 1080 nodes in each layer and is trained for a total of 2.8 × 10 8 samples. The architectures for both our approaches can be seen in Fig. 1 . Figure 1 : The block diagrams of our decoders. The first-step is a simple inversion producing the initial error estimate e from Eq. (4). The syndrome vector s is calculated from Eq. (2) and s f = H f e . The architecture of our decoder in first approach excludes the red dotted connection. The crucial modification in our second approach is using e as an additional input to the NN (shown in red). In both cases, the NN outputs correction homology L. Final error correction is L E where E is the Pauli operator equivalent of e.
This modification of using the information of e as an additional input to the NN can be incorporated into other neural decoders as well. In quantum codes, multiple error patterns can map to a single syndrome pattern and this additional information is helping the NN learn about this degeneracy better. This improvement shows that the data driven methods and in particular neural networks' performance can be improved by providing all the information available to us relevant to the problem to be solved.
E. Remarks and Insights
We clearly demonstrate the power of data-driven methods and in particular NN, through which we were able to improve the performance of a bad decoder without a threshold.
When compared to the previous state-of-the-art neural decoders for color codes [15] , our decoder requires less training data for higher distances like d = 10, 12. In addition to the gains in training cost, our NN has less complexity with respect to the number of layers and still achieved a comparable threshold. For example in [15] , for d = 10, their NN has 7 layers with 400 nodes in each layer and trained for 1.1 × 10 9 samples (refer to Table II in [15] ) whereas our NN has 4 layers with 450 nodes each and trained for 2.8 × 10 8 samples (refer to Table I in our work). The time-complexity of our NN is O n 2 and that of the state-of-the-art non-neural decoder in [29] is O(n log n).
Although NNs seem to perform well, careful design and training is necessary for them to achieve good performance. We ran our simulations by training a new NN with Xavier normal and Gaussian normal initializations for every p err , without employing progressive training proposed in [15] . The performance of that decoder with similar hyper-parameters as mentioned in the Table I drops significantly and the threshold achieved is about 7.2%. This shows that progressive training is crucial for the NNs to perform well. This progressive training is similar to the common practice of curriculumlearning in neural networks so that the optimizer converges to a better local minima [30] . We also report that this progressive training should be carried on till the p err equals the theoretical threshold since we have observed constant decrement in logical errors for all p err . Training the model with a p err above the threshold is not desirable as we have seen an increase in logical error rate for all p err . Further details about simulations can be found in [25] .
Any decoder which does error correction essentially solves the equation Hx = s. Since there are many solutions, it implies there exist many pseudo-inverses to H. In our approach, we fix the inverse H † f in step-one making it a linear decoder. In general, optimal decoders are non-linear in nature which is evident in the simple case of repetition code itself. Our NN only has to learn about one inverse which is H † f to improve the initial estimate. Though our step-one decoder does not have a threshold, our NN is able to improve the overall threshold and achieved state-of-the-art performance.
IV. CONCLUSION
We have demonstrated that data-driven methods like NN can perform superior decoding when compared to the traditional (c) Figure 2 : The performance of our H-inverse H † f decoder in step-one which does not have a threshold is shown in (a). Performance of neural decoder in first approach, achieving a threshold of 10% is shown in (b). Performance of neural decoder in second approach, achieving a near optimal threshold is shown in (c). Note the reduction in logical error for decoder in second approach (c) when compared to that of first approach (b). The parameters of the code are mentioned in the legend.
approaches. We propose a neural decoder with simplified nonneural part achieving a threshold of 10% for 2D color codes. Our NN has advantages in training cost and complexity when compared to previous work without losing out on performance. We also propose an alternative approach to combine nonneural and neural decoders reducing the logical error which can be incorporated into other NN based decoders. The drawbacks of NN based decoders are figuring out the right set of hyper-parameters for each distance, practical issues of convergence of the loss when the number of trainable parameters increase when scaling to higher distances.
